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Audition Candidate Comparison - Introduction
Audition is designed to be used in conjunction with a Behaviour or Situation Based Interview. It produces a detailed
guide including suggested interview questions and it is essential users are familiar with these principles. Audition is
therefore ideal for people involved in selection/recruitment where the ability to compare individuals against a specified
ideal is required. Users of Audition should be skilled in competency based interviewing or equivalent training, to be
able to demonstrate the assumptions underpinning the approach.

This report shows the selected candidates ranked against the 15938 role definition. The role definition is based on
research carried out within Facet5 and should not be used for other purposes.

Sections of this report
Role Description
This section contains two convergence charts which show the ideal profile for this role.

The first convergence chart consists of a radar plot, which shows the ideal scores for Will, Energy, Affection and
Control and a bar chart plotting the ideal score for Emotionality.

The second convergence chart breaks the 5 factors down into 13 sub-factors. In this chart, each of the 13 sub-factors
is represented by a "role element" label. The line down the centre of the chart represents a score of 5.5 for each
sub-factor. If bars are visible, the ideal score is either higher or lower than 5.5.

Profile Comparison
This section shows the candidates ranked according to their 'closeness of fit' to the selected role definition template.

The similarity score shows how close each respective profile is to the 'optimum' profile represented by the template
- the higher the score, the closer the fit.

Role Definition
This Audition template was developed using the Role Definition process, in which selected reviewers each complete
a questionnaire on their assessment of the key competencies that play a part in the role being defined. "Viewpoint"
denotes how the reviewers' own role relates to the role being defined. The reviewers who took part in this process
are:

ViewpointReviewer
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Role Description
Sample Leader Role Profile

Role Element ChartAudition Template
10987654321

Goal Focused (Determination) 6.9 1.0

Accommodating (Confrontation)3.6 1.0

Democratic (Independence)4.0 1.0

Enthusiastic (Vitality) 7.0 1.0

5.8 1.0Sociable (Sociability)

Consensual (Adaptability) 7.8 1.0

People oriented (Altruism) 6.6 1.0

6.5 1.0Realistic (Support)

Trusting (Trust) 6.6 1.0

Creative (Discipline)3.6 1.0

Permissive (Responsibility)4.0 1.0

Composed (Tension)4.9 1.0

Mature (Apprehension)5.5 1.0

Note: The horizontal bars on the Role Element Chart above indicate how far above or below "average" the ideal score
lies. The words next to each bar are the verbal descriptors that would be used to describe an ideal candidate. The
large numbers adjacent to each bar give the ideal score associated with the template for each sub-factor and the
smaller number is the weight.

They prefer:They would be described as:
Team membershipSocial and out-going manner

Transferring information - training peopleLikes to meet people and exchange ideas
Helping develop people and ideas and introducing changePuts others' interests ahead of own

Work which has meaning and valueTolerant and understanding
Can be too relaxed and friendly
May seem to lack business focus
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Audition - Profile Comparison
The profiles you have selected are shown below, ranked according to their 'closesness of fit' to the Audition Template
that you chose.

The similarity score shows how close each respective profile is to the 'optimum' profile represented by the template
- the higher the score, the closer the fit.

22
1 1

10th9th8th7th6th5th4th3rd2nd1st
Close FitPoor Fit

Role Element (see legend below)SimilarityName
13121110987654321
5.54.94.03.66.66.56.67.85.87.04.03.66.9Template
1.01.01.01.01.01.01.01.01.01.01.01.01.0Weight

10th decile
6.14.93.52.17.56.57.58.66.58.64.24.87.271.5Profile 2, Sample1
3.84.95.35.76.66.56.6755.442.35.167Profile 1, Sample2

7th decile
6.48.576.36.15.14.65.74.34.35.15.28.153.5Profile 6, Sample1

2nd decile
7.45.12.63.25.75.15.31.9113.41.52.538Profile 5, Sample1
5.59.9116.356.34.92.22.52.11137.6Profile 4, Sample2

1st decile
2.92.22.21.431.83.1108.8108.288.437.2Profile 3, Sample1

12 - Tension10 - Discipline7 - Altruism4 - Vitality1 - Determination
13 - Apprehension11 - Responsibility8 - Support5 - Sociability2 - Confrontation

9 - Trust6 - Adaptability3 - Independence
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